
                                                   

 

                                 

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given.one word is extra. (3points) 

 

             (connection – compile  -lowers – recorded – abbreviation –forgive- paused )  

1. As a teacher , I can’t ……………..that type of behavior. 

2. The time of the accident was …………… at 6:23 p.m.  

3.Anita ……………… for a moment , then said:”All right”. 

4. There is a …………… between pollution and death of trees.  

5.I never knew the ……………. ‘GI’ stood for ‘Government Issue’. 

6. Helping others ……….. blood pressure.  

B. Match the words from column A with the definition in column B (2points) 

                     A                                                      B 

 7. calmly (….)                              a. to draw a plan that shows how to make something.   

 8.Century(….)                              b.To say or know who someone is or what something is. 

 9.Identify(….)                              c. In a quiet way 

 10. design (….)                            d. a period of 100 years.                                                                                                   

C. Find the odd one. (1points) 

 

11.           a.Increase            b. provide                  c. expand                   d. boost 

12.           a.Inner                 b. intermediate          c. advanced              d. elementary 

13.           a.cancer               b. hearing                  c. flu                         d. heart attack 

14.           a.ordinary             b. strange                  c. usual                     d. normal 

 

D. Make collocations by matching the words on the left with the ones on the right 

column.(2points)         

               A                                                            B                                                     

 15. go     (…..)                                            a. surprisingly                     

 16. spare (…..)                                            b.by heart                   

 17. not    (…..)                                             c.the way                    

 18. by     (..…)                                             d.no pains        e.abroad  

E.Choos the best answer.(2points) 

19.I was feeling very tired, ……………… I went to bed very early. 

a.or                             b. but                          c. so                       d. and 

20.I had chicken for lunch , ………….. I had it for dinner , too.  

a. and                           b. or                           c. but                     d. so 

21.Nobody lives in this house, ……………. ? 

a. does he                     b. do they                   c. doesn’t he          d. don’t they 

22.The birds …………….. south in winter every year. 

a. has been flown         b. are flown               c. flew                    d. fly 
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 F.Write the correct form of the verbs in paretheses.(2points) 

23.You …………… the windows, didn’t you? Yes I think so.( close) 

24.A:The movie ………… very good, wasn’t it? B: No, it was terrible.(be)  

25.Why weren’t all the people ………….. to the ceremony?(invite) 

26.Are the books going …………… to the school?(return) 

 

G.Figure out what form should be used meaningfully and grammatically. (1point) 

 

27.You don’t need to pay attention to ………………. details 

a.Important                   b. importantly                  c. unimportant                d. importance 

28.She answered  all the questions………………. and passed the exam. 

a. correctly                    b. correction                     c. incorrect                    d. incorrectly 

 

Sentences Function:   

H.Match the items in column (A)with the appropriate phrases in column(B) to make 

meaningful sentences. There is one extra item in column (B) (3points) 

                  A                                                                                  

29.I suppose a monolingual                                             a. different types, levels, and sizes 

30.In fact, dictionaries have …………                           b. a special type of poetry 

31.I’ve heard that using                                                   c. dictionary is more suitable for you 

32.The first Prsian dictionary                                          d. by accident or scientists’ mistakes 

33.Hafez is known to be                                                  e.a good dictionary could realy help me 

34.Some inventions were created                                    f.was compiled in the 5th century 

                                                                                          g. are added to the English dictionary 

 

I.Make passive sentences.(2points) 

35.these classrooms / clean / every day        

............................................................................................ 

36.his sock/ not wash/ for a week 

............................................................................................  

 

J.Complete the sentences with and, or, but and so.(2points) 

 

37. She didn’t invite me, ……….. I didn’t go to her birthday party.  

  

38. Robert can sing well, ……….. he cannot draw well.   

 

39. We can take a taxi, ……… travel by train.  

 

40. I woke up at 6:30,………… I said my prayer. 
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K.Unscramble the following sentences. (2points) 

 

41.Known/ professor/ was/ as/ a/ he/ distinguished/ . 

............................................................................................................... 

42.doesn’t/ grades/ study / he / but/ gets / good / Michael/ , / . 

............................................................................................................... 

 

Comprehension: 

M.Sentences Comprehension(2points) 

 

47.Our heritage brings us sense of identity of our past and the responsibility to protect it 

for our future generations. 

According to the above sentence…………… 

a.Our heritage is only useful for future generation. 

b.We should pass our heritage to our children. 

c.heritage does not give us a sense of identity. 

 

48.More interestingly , some tools of technologies are not made by scientists at all. Some 

like dishwashers and computer games  were made by ordinary people like workers. 

a. According to the above sentence…………… 

a. only scientists can invent things. 

b. some workers made the dishwashers. 

c. all tools should be made by scientists. 
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